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Keep your military, defense, and security assets ready for action.
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- **Base Maintenance**
  - Increase aircraft availability by accelerating base maintenance work execution.

- **Maintenance for Components**
  - Improve work center utilization with maintenance for components solutions from SAP.

- **Configuration Management**
  - Improve compliance through streamlined processing of complex configuration rules.

- **Service Parts Warehousing**
  - Automate service parts warehousing and distribution operations for greater efficiency.

- **Multiresource Maintenance Planning and Scheduling**
  - Optimize planning and scheduling with integrated view of priorities, assets, and capacities.

- **Maintenance for Engines and Complex Assets**
  - Increase work center utilization with solutions for maintenance for complex assets.

- **Maintenance Programs**
  - Streamline management of maintenance programs and safety regulations.

- **Service Parts Fulfillment**
  - Streamline service fulfillment processes with integrated service parts management.

- **Flight Operations Support for Defense**
  - Enable flight scheduling, from planning to technical debriefing.

- **Distributed Maintenance**
  - Perform distributed maintenance and share related data across multiple systems.

Reduced equipment downtime and improved force readiness during field operations.
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Interested?
Reach out with comments, questions, or feedback.

Learn more

SAP S/4HANA
An intelligent ERP solution that enables companies to capture every opportunity in today's digital world, SAP S/4HANA removes common obstacles associated with legacy ERP applications, such as batch latency, complex landscapes, and manually driven processes.

SAP ERP
Stay competitive with the industry standard for on-premise ERP software. Take advantage of the experiences and guidance of nearly 50,000 of our customers that helped shape the scope of SAP ERP.